A PASTORAL CHALLENGE
for our CONGREGATION
Extra Mile Giving is a concept used in almost every church to help promote
needs above and beyond the general church budget. As we are looking at a
$50,000+ deficit in our general church budget past the mid-year mark, I would
like to suggest that we face this difficulty head-on and come up with suggestions
to help eradicate that deficit. Here’s a creative way to encourage some extra
mile giving to go directly against the budget deficit in a unique way I like to call
EXTRA MEAL GIVING! Here’s how it works:
Each person would try to
consider the amount that
they might ordinarily
spend on eating a meal
out each week and put
that amount of money
instead toward deficit
reduction.
If a simple amount of
$10 extra was shared
each week, it could look
like this across the
remaining 20+ weeks of
this calendar year:
 $10.00 EMG1 Contribution x 20 weeks = $200.00 DRA2.
What would it look like if 50 individuals or giving units accepted this challenge?
 $200.00 EMG x
50 giving units
= $10,000.00 DRA.
How about 100 individuals/giving units (roughly 1/3 of our current giving units)?
 $200.00 EMG x 100 giving units
= $20,000.00 DRA,
While optimistic, what would 300 individuals/giving units contribute?
 $200.00 EMG x 300 giving units
= $60,000.00 DRA.
If you care to accept this challenge, please mark your Extra Meal Giving gifts for
our budget deficit. In this way, we can work together to get the church back on
track and serving more effectively as we reach out in the name of Jesus Christ!
Embrace grace!
Pastor Kevin (aka Rev Kev)
1

EMG: Extra Mile Giving contribution

2

DRA: Deficit Reduction Amount
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